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MARCH 28: UD 'CELEBRATE THE SCIENCES' PROGRAM TO LOOK AT 
FUTURE OF SCIENCE WITH "HANDS-ON" WORKSHOPS 
More than 100 guests are expected to attend UD's "Celebrate the Sciences" program 
from 11 a.m. to 5:30p.m. Saturday. March 28 and take part in science and mathematics 
workshops with hands-on opportunities. 
"The program will celebrate and communicate UD's progress in the sciences," said 
Jerry Keil, associate dean for graduate and administrative affairs at UD. "It is also a way of 
thanking those guests who are involved with the University." 
Workshops sessions will be held from 1:45 to 2:45p.m. and again from 3 to 4 p.m. 
in Sherman and Wohlleben halls on campus. Sessions include: 
• "Music of the Mind: A Fugue On An EEG" in Sherman Hall Room 113. Physics 
professor John Erdei will compose and play a piece of "lousy music" and display its 
corresponding EEG pattern, and then show the EEG waves made when a good piece 
of music, composed by music professor Phil Magnuson, is played. The session will 
show the relationship between mathematics, music and physiology. 
• "You Will Never Forget to Take Your Pills Again- Revolutionary Changes in 
Medicine" in Sherman Hall Rm 128. Time-released ceramic pills and capsules could 
eventually ensure consistent, proper medication. These new and improved methods 
of regulating medication will be demonstrated by Praphulla Bajpai, professor of 
biology. 
• "llluminating New Materials: The Buckminsterfullerenes, Also Known as 
'Buckyball'," in Wohlleben Hall Rm 423. A soccer ball-shaped chemical with 
interesting optical properties may hold the key to future travel. Chemistry professors 
Sally Hunnicutt and Howard Knachel will make some "buckyball," a chemical 
believed to be a high-temperature superconductor which could make it economical to 
someday build cars and trains that levitate magnetically above the Earth. 
Workshops will also be presented by the departments of mathematics, geology, 
human ecology, medical technology and computer science. The program will include a 
reception with student and faculty displays from 4 to 5:30p.m. in the Kennedy Union Torch 
Lounge on campus. 
For more information, call (513) 229-4963. 
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